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What is Brand Purpose?

Part 1



Before we define what it is,
let’s review what it’s not.

What is Brand Purpose



CSR or 
philanthropy

Brand purpose is not...



an advertising 
campaign

Brand purpose is not...



a financial 
opportunity

Brand purpose is not...



purpose 
driven travel

Brand purpose is not...



So then what is it?



Simply stated, brand purpose is a reason 
for an organization to exist beyond profit.

What is Brand Purpose?



It is the moral compass that defines why 
a brand exists and guides decisions on 

what they do and how they do it.

What is Brand Purpose?







Why does it matter?



People Want Change

Only 1 in 5 people believe the system is working 
for them, and large majorities express a sense of 

injustice and a desire for change.

A Reflection on Today’s Culture



Consumers want brands 
to be part of the solution

A Reflection on Today’s Culture



Nearly two-thirds of surveyed consumers 
prefer to purchase products and services 

from companies that stand for a purpose 
that reflects their own values and beliefs 

(and will avoid companies that don't).



By defining, communicating, and acting 
on their purpose, brands can better: 



I know what you’re thinking...





Not every brand’s purpose 
has to be saving the world











For others, purpose can be about 
advancing a value or belief system that is 
shared between the brand and customers







Purpose for 
Destination Brands

Part 2



Purpose Driven Travel is travel for the 
purpose of participating in immersive 
volunteer tourism and giving back to 

support the communities where they’ve 
traveled and met the local inhabitants.



Purpose driven tourism branding
identifies an overall purpose of a place



Around the world, most destinations share 
very similar product attributes

Purpose for destination brands



Cities



Mountains



Beaches



Defining a purpose can help destination 
brands differentiate from competitors

Purpose for destination brands



Differentiating with 
brand purpose



Purpose Driven Brands



Purpose Driven Places



A reason for being, 
beyond (tourism) profit.



Three core challenges of destination marketers







Community
A community who’s vision is based 
on the conviction that environmental 
sensitivity and economic stability
can be reconciled



Visitors
To inspire the world to

experience the mountain
lifestyle of Canmore Kananaskis









Purpose
To protect a place of scientific 
discovery and one of the most 
unusual and breathtakingly beautiful 
places in the world to visit.



When you book to go to Antarctica, no matter what trip you go on, there will be 
educational presentations. And no, these aren’t like the boring lessons that you had 

at school where you struggled to keep one eye open. These are exciting 
presentations by professionals who live and breathe Antarctica. These guys and 

gals have first-hand experience and knowledge of the region and you can really tell 
that they are passionate about what they do. Some of the presentations that were 

given on my cruise were about the effect of climate change on Antarctica, seabirds, 
glaciers and icebergs as well as an introduction to photography by the on board 

photographer (probably one of the most valuable presentations I have ever 
attended).



Not every destination will have a purpose. 
They will just be a really popular place.



Many destination may share a 
purpose, but will not necessarily 
have it articulated.



Finding Your
Purpose

Part 3





Value Laddering
How do you create value in the world?

Finding your Purpose





Brand Archetypes
What archetypal role does your brand fulfill?

Finding your Purpose



Renowned 18th century psychologist 
Carl Jung’s theorized that all basic 
human motivations can be categorized 
into twelve universal archetypes.



Brand Archetypes

Jung’s archetypes can be applied to brands to help illuminate their purpose; one 
that aligns the values and motivations of their business and customers.



All archetypes stem from 
four basic motivations, and 
have their own unique drivers.



Workshop Session 1



Workshop Session 2



Q&A




